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We demonstrate how a morphological veto involving Bayesian statistics can improve the receiver-
operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the current search for core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe)
as implemented by the coherent Waveburst (cWB) algorithm. Examples involving two implemen-
tations of BayesWave (BW), one that makes no assumption of the polarization state of the gravi-
tational wave (GW) and one that uses the same elliptical polarization settings adopted in previous
usages for Binary systems are provided on the set of waveforms currently adopted for the first and
second Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) science runs for the targeted CCSNe search. A comparison of
the performance for all-sky searches versus the targeted searches with optical triggers is provided.
The average cWB+BW ROC range improvements with respect to a fixed false-alarm rate (FAR)
for slowly-rotating waveforms ranged from [+1.30%, +15.76%] while the improvement for rapidly-
rotating waveforms were on the order of [+1.19%, +22.05%]. The application of BW to CCSN
GW triggers also shows a significant reduction of the FAR while maintaining detection efficiency
and remaining sensitive to a wide range of morphological CCSNe signals. It appears that the code
developed for arbitrarily polarized signals outperforms the previous code for the GW morphologies
tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
A central challenge in GW astronomy with laser inter-
ferometers is distinguishing weak signals from transient
detector artifacts (glitches) [1]. Detections of GW signals
have the potential to test and constrain emission models
of astrophysical sources [2–4]. This requires reconstruct-
ing the signal waveform from the GW detector output,
estimating parameters of the waveform and applying se-
lection cuts to eliminate as many noise-induced candi-
dates [2–4] as possible. Data analysis for binary systems
strongly benefits from having deterministic templates,
which allows the use of matched filtering for detection
purposes. CCSNe simulations, however, have not reached
the same confidence to claim robust estimates of the sig-
nals as the evolution itself is turbulent and the signals
from CCSNe are expected to be weaker [5–7]. Therefore,
methods that improve the sensitivity of searches for GW
signals from CCSNe are desirable in the advanced detec-
tor era and beyond.
The goal of this paper is to customize the procedure
of calculating the Bayesian likelihood ratios for CCSNe
in a way such that noise events and events produced by
CCSNe GWs may be separated with benefits to both the
detection confidence and detectability range.
An important advantage in searching for CCSNe wave-
forms in the presence of multi-messenger observations is
the capability to narrow down the interval of time when
the GW transits the earth (on-source window) because
it allows to detect GWs further from the Earth without
increasing the false alarm probability (FAP). The set of
thresholds that both cWB and BW adopt depend on the
desired FAR, where the FAR is the FAP divided by the
on-source window, and the pool of waveforms over which
the performance is desired to be robust.
In order to quantify the improvements of cWB+BW
versus cWB alone, in this paper we produce ROCs in
different regimes of FAP and FAR of interest for differ-
ent on-source windows (Fig 8 allows to identify the FAR
of interest depending on the duration of the on-source
window and the desired number of sigma in the detec-
tion confidence).
In this analysis, we focus on distances where either
cWB alone or cWB+BW reach a 50% detection efficiency
for current CCSNe waveforms. It should be stressed that
BW is a follow up module, and can only be used to veto
noise events (or reconstruct their properties). BW cannot
detect potential events that are not identified by cWB.
Accordingly, the cWB+BW operating point, is always
located at lower or equal FAR and detection efficiencies.
This does not mean, however, that the cWB+BW ROC
curve does not stand above the one for cWB alone, and
in this paper we actually prove that it does. We use two
versions of BW: one for linearly polarized, and one for ar-
bitrary polarized waveforms. We also employ a portion
of S5 data, which is mostly, but not only, dominated by
Gaussian noise events. The choice of S5 data follows that
it is the only data set where CCSNe results are published
with a sizable coverage of the on-source window. Further-
more the choice of a set of data with little non-Gaussian
events can provide a conservative estimate of the benefits
of BW, since non-Gaussian glitches were morphologically
different with respect to events induced by GWs. Also,
it is expected that non-Gaussian glitches evolve from one
science run to the next and the exact results might have
less general value. The analysis in this paper also shows
that the methodology that BW adopts to compute the
probability of an event being a signal versus just noise is
not as accurate as in the previous applications for com-
pact binary coalescence, CBC, signals and might require
further investigations for CCSNe. Overall, however, the
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2usage of BW appears to be promising either for FAR
reduction (especially if the cWB ROCs are flat) or effi-
ciency improvements.
The main conclusion of this analysis is that the newly
introduced arbitrarily polarized code consistently im-
proves either the detection efficiency or detection confi-
dence. An improvement in efficiency at fixed FAR could
be corrected to an improvement in range by seeing which
range rescaling in the efficiency curve produces the ob-
served efficiency improvement in the ROC. For example,
a 30% efficiency improvement at a 50% cWB detection ef-
ficiency corresponds to a 30% improvement in the range.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we in-
troduce the coherent WaveBurst (cWB) pipeline [8], the
BayesWave (BW) algorithm [9, 10] and the improvement
metrics. In section III, we review waveforms from multi-
dimensional, magnetohydrodynamical simulations used,
including the different GW polarizations expected from
CCSN signals and discuss the differences in searching for
CCSNe signals with a fixed direction or sky mask like in
the initial LIGO search [2]. In section IV, we discuss the
results and implications of this analysis.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we quantify the performance improve-
ment brought by BW to cWB with the following met-
rics: (a) improvement of the detection efficiency at a
fixed FAR or FAP and (b) the reduction of FAR/FAP
at fixed detection efficiencies. We also discuss how the
second metric is the main benefit in the presence of flat
ROC curves.
This study uses, as an example, an on-source window
with S5 data for a two-detector network, LIGO Hanford
H1 and Livingston L1. The data that is analyzed in
this paper is the data used for the initial LIGO/Virgo
SN search with SN2007gr, with 5.11 days of on-source
window and 3.71 days of coincident data where both de-
tectors were locked. The noise spectral density in these
3.71 days of coincident data is about 30 times worse than
the projected Advanced LIGO sensitivity and a factor of
about 300 to the proposed Cosmic Explorer configura-
tion [11]. cWB ranks the triggers with network signal-to-
noise [12] denoted as ρ. We produce a list of noise triggers
in time-shifted data to establish the FAR with respect to
ρ (Fig 1). A large FAR corresponds to a lower threshold
for ρ. We use BW as a follow-up to remove as many as
possible noise-induced cWB events.
A. Coherent WaveBurst (cWB)
Coherent WaveBurst [8] (cWB) is an excess power
pipeline currently designed to search for GW bursts of
the order of a second long. The pipeline decomposes
the detector data using WDM wavelets [12] and identifies
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FIG. 1: FAR with respect to ρ for different on-source windows
for the 3.71 days of coincident data of S5 used in this paper.
A large FAR corresponds to a lower threshold for ρ. We
use BW as a follow-up to remove as many as possible noise-
induced cWB events. The improvement in ROCs are due to
having a lower threshold for ρ for the same final FAR with
the combination of cWB+BW.
time-frequency regions with coincident energy between
detectors and requires some degree of coherence. The al-
gorithm chooses 0.2% of the time-frequency regions for
further analysis. The triggers are chosen based on the ex-
cess power that is coincident between the detectors with-
out any other prior assumption.
In order to attach significance to the GW candidate,
the background analysis needs to be performed through
time shifting the detector stream from one detector with
respect to the other detector. It allows to understand
how often the detectors noise can create a trigger that
looks like a GW. The background analysis establishes the
cWB detection statistic, ρ, derived from a constrained
maximum likelihood framework, and asymptotically re-
produces the matched filter SNR for large amplitudes (for
example, Fig 2). In this work, the data was shifted 300
times that gives total of ∼3 years of background data
and searched for triggers that fall in the time-frequency
range between (64, 2048) Hz and are resampled to 4096
Hz. This allows for the pipeline to capture majority of
the GW energy in the signal as well as limiting the com-
putational cost.
B. BayesWave (BW)
The BW algorithm reconstructs signals and glitches us-
ing a linear combination of sine-Gaussian wavelets, where
the number of wavelets needed in either the glitch or sig-
nal model is optimized using a reversible jump Markov
chain Monte Carlo. The glitch model uses the data sepa-
rately in each interferometer with an independent linear
combination of wavelets. The signal model reconstructs
3the candidate event at some fiducial time corresponding
to the center of the Earth, taking into account the re-
sponse of each detector in the network to that signal.
BW also uses a parameterized phenomenological model,
BayesLine, to assume Gaussian noise in modeling the in-
strument noise spectrum [13, 14].
[floatfix] For each detection candidate, BW com-
putes Bayes factors [15], BLN(S/N) as its discrimination
statistic. This allows BW to assign a higher statistic to
signals possessing non-trivial time-frequency structures
as well as providing a measure of the signal complexity.
Bayes factors are reported in a natural logarithmic
scale, lnBSG, for which the number of wavelets used in
the reconstruction appears to scale with the log of the
SNR. The BLN(S/N) is the ratio of the estimated proba-
bility of having a GW transient given the collected data
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FIG. 2: Reconstructed cWB injected SNR amplitudes at 50%
efficiency for dim3 and sch3 at a nominal distance of 10 kpc.
(hypothesis S0) with the estimated probability that only
Gaussian noise is present in the data (hypothesis N0).
BLN(S/N) =
p(S0|x, I)
p(N0|x, I) =
p(S0|I)
p(N0|I)
p(x|S0, I)
p(x|N0, I) (1)
where x is the data, I is the set of shared assumptions,
such as detector locations, orientations, noise power spec-
tra. In the presence of a GW signal, we expect larger
probability ratios while smaller values indicate noise.
The overlap of values of BSN for the two hypothesis de-
pends on the accuracy of the estimation of the probabili-
ties. The probabilities in Eqn (1) are computed assuming
a gaussian distributed noise time-series with isolated non-
Gaussian glitches. The reconstructed signal comes from
performing a wavelet decomposition [9, 10, 16]. If the
probability estimates are unbiased, there is no overlap
and the separation at BSN = 1. BW also allows to cal-
culate a signal-to-non-Gaussian glitch ratio (BSG). The
logarithms of these ratios allow the production of scatter
plots for the populations of noise and GW events (for ex-
ample, Figure 9-12) where we indicate a separation line
(eqn (12)), which allows a consistent interpretation of the
ROCs, used in the tuning for this paper (table IV).
It is important to stress that the usefulness of this sepa-
ration for CCSNe GW ROC improvements does not mean
that all the assumptions hold robust. Figures 9-12 actu-
ally indicate that more work is necessary to understand
how to reliably estimate these probabilities for CCSNe
GWs.
III. CCSNE EMISSION MODELS AND THEIR
GW SIGNATURES
In this section, we summarize the waveforms adopted
in this study and the polarization states expected to
emerge (table I).
Non-rotating Core Collapse driven by Convection and
Standing Accretion Shock Instability : Ott et al. [17] is a
general-relativistic 3D simulation incorporating a three-
specific neutrino leakage scheme producing both polar-
izations. We used the GW waveform, ott, from model
s27fheat1.05 (a 27 M progenitor). Yakunin et al. [18]
uses 2D hydrodynamics with relativistic corrections and a
Lattimer-Swesty nuclear equation of state with a nuclear
incompressibility, K = 220 MeV for a set of nonrotat-
ing Woosley-Heger, nonperturbed axisymmetric progeni-
tor models. We use the GW waveform, yak, from model
B15-WH07 (a 15 M progenitor).
Rotating Core Collapse Bounce dominated GW : If the
stellar core is rotating, the dynamics of the evolution are
reflected in the GW signal waveform. The waveform en-
compasses a slow rise during core collapse, a large neg-
ative peak around core bounce, and damped oscillations
experienced during the ring-down phase. Rotational ef-
fects also have the possibility of stopping core collapse
4TABLE I: SN waveform families along with cWB distance measurements at 50% detection efficiency at 10−6 FAR (ρ threshold
of 7.4 for S5 data).
Emission Type Waveform Identifier Polarization 50% cWB Distance (kpc)
2D Rotating Core Collapse (s15A2O05ls) dim1 + 0.36
2D Rotating Core Collapse (s15A2O09ls) dim2 + 0.42
2D Rotating Core Collapse (s15A2O15ls) dim3 + 1.10
3D Neutrino-Driven Convection and SASI ott +, × 0.12
3D Rotating Core Collapse sch1 +, × 2.28
3D Rotating Core Collapse sch2 +, × 1.87
3D Rotating Core Collapse sch3 +, × 1.37
2D Neutrino-Driven Convection and SASI (B12-WH07) yak1 + 2.28
2D Neutrino-Driven Convection and SASI (B15-WH07) yak2 + 3.11
2D Neutrino-Driven Convection and SASI (B20-WH07) yak3 + 3.06
2D Neutrino-Driven Convection and SASI (B25-WH07) yak4 + 5.25
due to centrifugal forces at subnuclear density. For very
rapid rotation [19–21], the peak of the GW amplitude
reaches a maximum and declines again while the centrifu-
gal barrier considerably slows down the contraction and
prevents the core from collapsing to higher super nuclear
densities, with strongly rotating progenitors to possess
initial axisymmetric dynamics and a linearly polarized
emission over the same period.
We selected three representative 2D rotating core col-
lapse waveforms from Dimmelmeier et al. [22], illustrat-
ing that the signal waveform remains qualitatively unal-
tered for a wide range of initial rotational strength us-
ing a 15M progenitor star and the Lattimer-Swesty nu-
clear equation of state with a nuclear incompressibility,
K = 180 MeV [23]. dim1 is fixed with moderate rotation
while dim3 is associated with extreme rapid rotation.
Using 3D Newtonian, magnetohydrodynamical simu-
lations that were based on a neutrino leakage scheme,
Scheidegger et al. [24] simulations were performed using
a 15M progenitor star and the Lattimer-Swesty equa-
tion of state with K = 180 MeV [23]. sch1, the R1E1CAL
waveform model, employs slow pre-collapse rotation with
a toroidal/poloidal magnetic field with the strength of
109 G/106 G. sch2, the R3E1ACL waveform model, mod-
erate pre-collapse rotation with a toroidal/poloidal mag-
netic field with the strength of 106 G/109 G. sch3, the
R4E1FCL waveform model, is a rapid pre-collapse rota-
tion with a toroidal/poloidal magnetic field strength of
1012 G/109 G.
1. Relevant Polarization States for SN Waveforms
The linearized Einstein equation in the TT gauge
presents wave solutions with two degrees of freedom (h+
and h×). These degrees of freedom are uncoupled during
propagation but coupled at the source through the stress
energy tensor and constrained by the fact that the metric
is a tensor. It is at the coupling stage that the classifica-
tions of different polarizations and the relative amplitude
dependence on the source orientation is fixed. Axisym-
metric dynamics (realistic for the first few tens of mil-
liseconds of a CCSN from a rapidly rotating progenitor)
produce signals that have only one of the two polariza-
tions to be non zero (in an appropriate reference frame).
It is important to notice that such source produces no
GW at all for an observer along the rotational axis of the
source. Another well studied polarization state is the el-
liptical one where the two polarizations have a fixed pi/2
phase difference at every frequency,
h× = h+eipi/2 (2)
where  = [0,1].
and that includes the linearly polarized special case
when the frequency independent, source orientation de-
pendent, relative factor  is zero. The case where the
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FIG. 3: ROC Improvement using a combination of cWB+BW
for sch1 injected at a nominal distance of 10 kpc with a 50%
cWB detection efficiency distance of 2.28 kpc. The plot il-
lustrates both an efficiency improvement at fixed FAR and
that the 50% efficiency is achieved at a FAR two orders of
magnitude smaller.
5TABLE II: 50% detection efficiency distance increase (using S5 data) shown with cWB+BW ROCs for waveforms possessing
both [+, ×] polarization components with either the arbitrary or the linearly polarized BW code.
Waveform [10−5 FAR] [10−7 FAR] Avg Arbitrary Polarization Avg Linear Polarization 50% Distance (kpc)
(Improvement) [Volume Increase] (Improvement)[Volume Increase] (cWB+BW)
dim1 +4.51% +5.69% +4.91% [+15.47%] +1.72% [+5.25%] 0.43
dim2 +3.04% +3.31% +3.14% [+ 9.72%] +1.18% [+3.58%] 0.48
dim3 +9.17% +9.17% +9.59% [+31.62%] +3.19% [+9.88%] 1.40
ott +1.92% +0.77% +1.30% [+3.95%] -4.25% [-13.30%] 2.81
sch1 +22.26% +30.72% +22.05% [+81.81%] +2.46% [+7.56%] 3.91
sch2 +11.64% +6.84% +9.58% [+31.58%] -19.80% [-71.94%] 2.36
sch3 +1.28% +1.12% +1.19% [+3.61%] +0.45% [+1.36%] 1.47
TABLE III: cWB+BW ROC improvements for waveforms possessing both polarizations from the usage of the arbitrary polar-
ization code.
Waveform [10−5 FAR] [10−6 FAR] [10−7 FAR] [10−8 FAR] [10−9 FAR] Avg Arbitrary Improvement 50% Distance (kpc)
(Improvement) [Volume Increase] (cWB+BW)
yak1 +17.02% +19.35% +22.73% +23.08% +15.38% +15.38% [+53.60%] 3.50
yak2 +15.21% +15.53% +15.18% +14.29% +18.60% +15.76% [+55.12%] 4.82
yak3 +8.28% +8.54% +7.69% +7.85% +7.94% +8.06% [+26.18%] 3.86
yak4 +3.21% +3.66% +2.56% N/A N/A +3.14% [+9.72%] 5.76
 = 1 is also named circular polarization. Elliptical po-
larization (with  different than zero) is appropriate for
some of the extreme phenomenological CCSNe models
where the protoneutron star behaves like a rotating el-
lipsoid [25].  and is given by,
 =
1 + cos2(ι)
(2cosι)
(3)
and, ι is the angle between the line of sight and the
rotational axis of the source. Such emission pattern is
also automatically enforced from 2D simulations, such
as Dimmelmeier [22] (of any kind of progenitor). In the
case of turbulent, 3D dynamics, such as Ott et al. [17],
none of the approximations above are guaranteed to work
and in general it should not be expected, although the
difference in the arrival of the two polarizations should
be somehow bounded by the fact that are produced at
the same time.
At the detector level, a single interferometer is only
sensitive to a specific linear combination of the two polar-
izations and two interferometers are necessary to resolve
both polarizations with a quality that depends of the rel-
ative misalignment and direction of arrival through the
detector responses reviewed in the appendix. For arbi-
trarily polarized signals, aligned detectors allow to im-
pose stronger consistency constraints and misaligned in-
struments allow to resolve better the two polarizations.
The reconstruction of the direction also improves with
the number of interferometers [26] but also depends on
sky location and relative orientation of the interferome-
ters in the network. For example, cWB can reconstruct
the direction of the source in the sky based on coher-
ent network analysis methods [27], which includes both
the effects of the delay between different interferometers
and the difference in the response. For the two detector
network, the time delay of a passing GW between detec-
tors specifies a ring of possible sky locations. cWB cal-
culates likelihood across the ring and the reconstructed
sky location is chosen based on a patch in the sky with
largest likelihood value. The quantitative assessment of
the reconstruction potential (including the direction re-
construction) depends on aspects that can be understood
analytically but ultimately requires the numerical studies
performed here.
In order for BW to handle arbitrarily-polarized signals
with multi-detector networks, we introduced a separate
wavelet basis for the + and × polarizations.
Since we do not know the orientation of future CC-
SNe, we consider the strain for different possible source
orientations with respect to the line of sight were pro-
jected onto the -2 spin-weighted spherical harmonic basis,
−2Ylm(ι, φ) [28], and average over the results. The effects
on the GW polarizations due to the randomization of the
source orientation are computed for axisymmetric sources
by using polarization factors [29] in order to describe
h+,×(ι, φ) as a function of h+,×;0 = h+,×(ι = 0, φ = 0).
Defining polarization factors as n+,×(ι, φ), which is de-
pendent on the symmetries of the system in considera-
tion, we write the strain as a function of an arbitrary
internal orientation
h+(ι, φ) = n+(ι, φ)h+;0 (4)
h×(ι, φ) = n×(ι, φ)h×;0 (5)
6TABLE IV: Initial set of BW Priors modified.
Priors Prior Application to CBC Signals Slowly/Rapidly Rotating CCSNe
Sky Location (θ, φ) Uniformly Distributed (All-Sky) Specific to direction of CCSN
Ellipticity [0,1] Set to 0 for linearly polarized CCSNe waveforms
Polarization of Waveform Linearly/Circularly/Elliptically polarized Linear/Arbitrarily polarized
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FIG. 4: ROC Improvement using a combination of cWB+BW
for sch2/3 injected at a nominal distance of 10 kpc with a
50% cWB detection efficiency distance of 1.87 kpc (sch2) and
1.37 kpc (sch3).
In the current analysis, we assume that no knowledge
is available on the polarization state of the GW arriving
at the detector. Therefore, we test how different tun-
ings perform across the different representative emission
models considered. For 2D CCSNe emission models, the
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FIG. 5: ROC Improvement using a combination of cWB+BW
for dim 1/2/3 injected at a nominal distance of 10 kpc with
a 50% cWB detection efficiency distance of 0.36 kpc (dim1),
0.42 kpc (dim2), and 1.10 kpc (dim3).
axisymmetric system results in a linearly polarized GW
signal and we apply
nlin+ = 1 (6)
nlin× = 0 (7)
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FIG. 6: ROC Improvement using a combination of cWB+BW
for ott injected at a nominal distance of 10 kpc with a 50%
cWB detection efficiency distance of 0.12 kpc (ott).
Hence, we define
h+(ι) = h
eq
+ sin
2ι (8)
where heq+ is the strain seen by an equatorial observer.
The appropriate SN polarization factors applied would
be
nSN+ = sinι
2 (9)
nSN× = 0 (10)
For 3D CCSNe emission models, no additional polariza-
tion factors are applied but the h+ and h× strains must
be computed for specific internal configurations using
h+ − ih× = 1
D
∞∑
l=2
l∑
m=−l
Hlm(t)
−2−2Ylm(ι, φ) (11)
where D is the distance and Hlm(t)
−2 [29]. Since the
quadrupole method of extracting GWs is sufficiently ac-
curate [30], only the l = 2 mode is considered.
A. Test of Sky Mask
In the initial search for CCSNe in the presence of op-
tical triggers with cWB alone [2], it was observed that
the search performance was better if we accepted events
not only in the correct sky location but also in sky lo-
cations within 5◦ degrees of the correct location. This
approach to test the reconstruction in unphysical sky lo-
cations might seem unintuitive, but it proved beneficial
because occasionally the noise was allowing the best re-
construction of the SNR when using a slightly off sky
location (equivalent of a phase calibration error in one of
the interferometers for a matched filter CBC search).
We test the same strategy here with the linearly polar-
ized code and analyzed if it allowed a better separation of
noise induced events and SN injections. The procedure
involved in computing the Bayes factor in the exact lo-
cation and comparing them with the calculation for the
loudest event in the sky mask in the simulation stage of
the analysis.
The SN waveforms are injected into the detector noise
with fixed sky location. The analysis specific to this sky-
mask involves accepting triggers within a circular radial
area of 5◦ degrees [2] of the SN trigger of interest. Any
possible triggers falling outside of this skymask are dis-
carded. We quantify the benefits from the analysis of
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FIG. 7: ROC improvement in the low-FAR parameter space
using a combination of cWB+BW for yak injected at a nom-
inal distance of 10 kpc.
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FIG. 8: For applying the results of this paper to different
on-source windows, this plot illustrates that for any desired
number of signals or a FAP with a specific on-source window
duration the resultant FAR values expected for the accom-
panying ROC curve. The detection scenario with a 3σ con-
fidence is interesting, particularly for on-source windows of:
60s, 1hr, 1 day, and 1 week with corresponding FAR ranges
of: 4.803×10−5, 7.630×10−7, 3.363×10−8, and 3.299×10−8.
using a sky mask by observing the shift in mean of the
signal-to-glitch (BLN(S/G)) Bayes factor (table V).
Similarly to the previous section, since all possible
source inclination angles are equally likely, we inject CC-
SNe signals with many variations of (ι, φ) [31]. cWB re-
constructs the direction of the source in the sky based on
coherent network analysis methods [27], which includes
both the effects of the delay between different interfer-
ometers and the difference in the response. The per-
formance metric was evaluated after we compensate by
injecting CCSNe signals with many different angle varia-
tions of (ι, φ) in order to average over all internal source
orientations [31].
IV. DISCUSSION
We study the performance of BW, a Bayesian GW
burst parameter estimation follow up module, with the
purpose of discriminating CCSNe related events from
noise induced events. Past applications of BW [9, 10,
32, 33] have demonstrated promise across CBC signals
where a large fraction of the GW energy is in the merger
phase.
Two versions of the BW code were tested as follow
up to cWB: (a) a pre-existing one that assumed ellipti-
cal polarization of the signals (with a tunable ellipticity
parameter), and (b) a new one that does not make any
assumptions on the polarization state of the signal.
The performance of the preexisting code was not con-
sistent among GW morphologies, meaning that for lin-
early polarized signal it gave comparable results to the
new code, but for GW SN signals arbitrarily polarized
the performance was worse than cWB alone.
The summary of this work is that the code devel-
oped for arbitrary polarizations performs more robustly
than the code developed for generic burst transients. We
therefore propose to use the arbitrary polarization code
in future CCSN searches.
The best way to separate GW events from noise in-
duced events appeared to be
ln(signal/noise) = 2.04323− 67.4947[ln(signal/glitch)]
(12)
instead of the previously used ln(signal/noise)>0 and
ln(signal/glitch)>0 (see Fig 9 to 12).
The cWB+BW ROC range improvements with re-
spect to a fixed FAR for slowly-rotating waveforms were:
+1.30% for ott, +15.38% for yak1, +15.76% for yak2,
+8.06% for yak3, +3.14% for yak4, while for rapidly-
rotating waveforms were: +4.91% for dim1, +3.14% for
dim2, +9.59% for dim3, +22.05% for sch1, +9.58% for
sch2, +1.19% for sch3 (tables II-III and fig 3-7).
In general, for sources with SNR in the so called ”Gaus-
sian wall region” (where the rate decreases quickly with
ρ), BW is expected to help with the improvement of the
statistical confidence and the ROCs are expected to be
fairly flat. For example, as shown in figure 6, the FAR
is reduced by more than one order of magnitude without
changing significantly the efficiency (it can be observed
because in this case the operating points cWB moved
roughly horizontal to the left to the cWB+BW ROC
curve). If there was the presence of a strong glitch back-
ground, the ROC curves would have been more sloped
(because the FAR tends to change more slowly with the
SNR) and there would have been a greater improvement
in the range.
The general way to interpret the improvement in the
cWB+BW ROC vs the cWB ROCs displayed in figures
3-7 is twofold: (a) the vertical displacement of an oper-
ating point describes the improvement in the efficiency
or equivalently range and visible volume at a specific
FAP. The second part can be derived from past cWB
efficiency curves and see what shift in the values of the
detection ranges produces the improvement in the detec-
tion efficiency observed in the plots produced here. (b)
The location of the derived operating for cWB+BW hor-
izontally to the left of the cWB operating point quantify
the benefit in detection confidence. A summary of the
benefits in terms of FAR reduction and range increase
for the scenarios explored in this paper is displayed in
tables II and III.
V. APPENDIX
A. Detector Responses
For the two detector network, the time delay of a pass-
ing GW between detectors specifies a ring of possible sky
9locations. cWB calculates likelihood across the ring and
the reconstructed sky location is chosen based on a patch
in the sky with largest likelihood value.
The measurements, from a network of N detectors, are
defined by
x = Fh + e (13)
where x is the vector of measurements [x1, ..., xN ]
T ,
the matrix F = [[F+1 , F
×
1 ], ..., [F
+
N , F
×
N ]]
T contains the an-
tenna responses of the observatories to the GW strain
vector, h = [h+, h×]T , and e is the noise in each sample.
The antenna patterns matrix, F, is a known function of
the source sky direction, (θ, φ), and the decomposition
into + and × polarizations depends on the polarization
basis angle ψ.
A GW signal is characterized by a set of five angles:
(θ,Φ, ψ), that describe the sky location and polarization
basis, while (ι, φ) describe the internal orientation of the
source relative to the observer’s line of sight. The strain
detected by a GW interferometer, h(t), is given by,
h(t) = F+(θ,Φ, ψ)h+(t) + F×(θ,Φ, ψ)h×(t) (14)
where F+,× (θ,Φ, ψ) are the antenna response func-
tions of the detector to the two GW polarizations,
h+,×(t). F+,× are given by,
F+ =
1
2
(1 + cos2θ)cos2φcos2ψ − cosθsin2φsin2ψ (15)
F× =
1
2
(1 + cos2θ)cos2φsin2ψ − cosθsin2φcos2ψ (16)
We generalize the analysis to the case of CCSNe sig-
nals of unknown source sky direction, (θ, φ), and arrival
time, τ , with respect to the center of the Earth in the
observation window of fs
−1M seconds with priors being
defined as
p(θ|H1) = 1
2
sin(θ) (17)
p(φ|H1) = (2pi)−1 (18)
p(τ |H1) = fsM−1 (19)
A global network of N GW detectors each produce a
time-series of M observations with sample frequency, fs,
with each of the responses being instead defined as [34]
h(t−∆(t)) = F+(θ,Φ, ψ)h+(t−∆(t))+F×(θ,Φ, ψ)h×(t−∆(t))
(20)
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Waveform cWB + BW cWB + BWfixedsky
Mean of BLN(S/G) STD of BLN(S/G) Mean/STD Mean of BLN(S/G) STD of BLN(S/G) Mean/STD
sch1 32.25 15.07 2.14 35.87 15.58 2.30
sch2 -94.59 55.70 -1.70 -42.62 48.13 -0.89
sch3
19.81 26.24 0.75 34.97 23.70 1.48
dim1
55.44 23.22 2.39 60.86 23.59 2.58
dim2
43.49 15.53 2.80 47.58 16.32 2.92
dim3
17.4 12.69 1.37 19.96 13.37 1.49
ott
15.82 38.50 0.41 26.22 34.52 0.76
TABLE V: Quantified improvement (through the analysis of the shift in mean) of the signal-to-glitch (lnSG) Bayes factor
classification with the implementation of a sky-location prior. The mean shift, with the implementation of the sky mask,
seems to consistently indicate that the injections are more likely to be confused with noise and therefore making it harder to
distinguish signals from glitches.
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FIG. 9: The Bayes factor scatterplot of ln(Signal/Glitch) vs ln(Signal/Noise) for noise events produced with 3.71 days of
H1/L1 data with a FAR of 10−5 and SN induced events with the rapidly rotating dim3 model injected at a nominal distance
of 10 kpc.
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FIG. 10: The Bayes factor scatterplot of ln(Signal/Glitch) vs ln(Signal/Noise) for noise events produced with 3.71 days of
H1/L1 data with a FAR of 10−5 and SN induced events with the rapidly rotating sch3 model injected at a nominal distance
of 10 kpc.
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FIG. 11: The Bayes factor scatterplot of ln(Signal/Glitch) vs ln(Signal/Noise) for noise events produced with 3.71 days of
H1/L1 data with a FAR of 10−5 and SN induced events with the non-rotating ott model. The poor separation between the
populations of noise and GW events populations resulted in a relaxed slope (green line) for the separation line used in the
tuning for ott.
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FIG. 12: The Bayes factor scatterplot of ln(Signal/Glitch) vs ln(Signal/Noise) for noise events produced with 3.71 days of
H1/L1 data with a FAR of 10−5 and SN induced events with the non-rotating yak model injected at a nominal distance of 10
kpc.
